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Abstract
Alcohol is one of the most common psychoactive drugs and has depressant effects on the
central nervous system. The vast majority of research on alcohol and sleep commonly
indicates chronic alcohol use has a detrimental impact on sleep architecture and
homeostasis. However, less research has been conducted investigating the effects of sleep
deprivation on alcohol consumption. Our lab's previous studies have looked at a potential
bi-directional relationship between sleep and alcohol with promising results. However,
there was concern that the method of sleep deprivation may have resulted in stress. The
present study examines the effect of sleep deprivation on voluntary alcohol consumption
using two sleep deprivation methods, forced exercise wheels and the automated sleep
deprivation system. Twelve male Sprague-Dawley rats had ad libitum access to a 7%
alcohol solution and water. Rats experienced 6 hours of sleep deprivation for 5
consecutive days using one of the sleep deprivation methods and two sleep deprivation
environment controls, one before and after sleep deprivation. We found a significant
effect of Condition on voluntary alcohol consumption but did not find a difference
between the two sleep deprivation methods. A post hoc analysis using a Bonferroni
correction indicated that rats consumed significantly more alcohol in the sleep
deprivation and second sleep deprivation control than they did in the first sleep
deprivation control. The mean alcohol consumption (g/kg) also indicated a potential
cumulative effect that may have been due to receptor downregulation and a conditioned
compensatory effect of the sleep deprivation environment.
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Introduction
In the United States, alcohol is a socially acceptable drug and is widely available.
According to a 2019 study conducted by the National Institute of Health (NIH), alcohol is
the most commonly used drug in the United States. The NIH found that 85.6% of people
above the age of 18 reported drinking alcohol at some point in their lives, 54.9% reported
drinking in the past month, and 69.5% reported drinking in the past year (National
Institute of Health, 2019).
Alcohol is an organic compound that is widespread in nature, most forms of
alcohol are not intoxicating. Technically, alcohol is any compound with a saturated
carbon bound to a hydroxyl group. This would then include a wide variety of compounds
from sugars to amino acids to cholesterol. However, the term alcohol most commonly
refers to ethanol (C2H6O). Ethanol is a specific type of simple alcohol that is legally sold
and consumed in many cultures. While there are many different forms of alcohol, we will
use the term "alcohol" to reference ethanol.
Alcohol is a drug that has depressant effects on the central nervous system (CNS)
by interacting with both inhibitory and excitatory neurotransmission (Valenzuela, 1997).
Short-term and moderate alcohol consumption increases inhibitory neurotransmission and
affects sleep by reducing sleep latency (the time it takes for sleep onset) in adults (Stone,
1980). Although alcohol reduces sleep latency, large amounts of alcohol consumption
also change sleep architecture by depriving rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and
reducing overall sleep quality (Landolt & Borbély, 2000; Yules et al., 1967).
Additionally, alcohol consumption elevates sleep fragmentation, which lowers total sleep,
resulting in sleep deprivation (Kenney et al., 2012). There is extensive research on the
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effects of alcohol on sleep quality and sleep architecture (Kenney et al., 2012; Landolt &
Borbély, 2000; Yules et al., 1967). However, research regarding the effects of sleep
deprivation on alcohol consumption is lacking. If sleep deprivation increases alcohol
consumption, it may indicate bi-directional relationship between sleep deprivation and
increased alcohol use. Given the adverse effects of alcohol on sleep, if sleep deprivation
enhances alcohol consumption, there may be further negative implications on those
consuming large quantities of alcohol. As evidence suggests, alcohol-induced sleep
disruptions likely play a significant role in developing alcohol dependency (Sharma et al.,
2015). This study aims to investigate a potential bi-directional relationship that may exist
between alcohol consumption and sleep deprivation. However, before understanding the
relationship between sleep deprivation and alcohol consumption, it is necessary to better
understand the relationship between alcohol and sleep.
Alcohol
Alcohol has played a role in society for thousands of years. Fermentation, the
process of producing alcohol, has been traced back to 7000 BCE in Ancient China
(McGovern et al., 2004). Since then, alcohol has had a role in many cultures and is
especially prevalent in western cultures today. In the United States, alcohol is widely
available in liquor stores and even grocery stores in some states. Alcohol use is common
in social settings and is generally socially acceptable.
In some cases, moderate alcohol use has been found to have health benefits
regarding anxiety, depression, and declined risk of heart attack (Thakker, 1998). However,
excessive alcohol usage and the dangers associated are largely prevalent in the United
States, with 25.8% of people over 18 reporting binge drinking in the past month, and 6.3%
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reporting heavy alcohol use (National Institute of Health, 2019). Long-term alcohol use is
also associated with cognitive dysfunction, various forms of cancer, liver diseases, and
high blood pressure. Alcohol is also the third leading preventable cause of death following
tobacco and poor diet.
Pharmacodynamically, alcohol is a nonselective gamma-aminobutyric acid
(GABA) agonist that is characterized by slowed reaction time, motor incoordination,
cognitive impairments, and sedative effects (Abrahao et al., 2017). In addition to alcohol’s
effects on GABAergic systems, alcohol also has indirect effects on the dopamine system,
making GABA and dopamine the primary mechanisms through which alcohol relates to
abuse and addiction as well as its effects on sleep (Boileau et al., 2003; Spanagel & Weiss,
1999; Wallner & Olsen, 2008).
GABA is the primary and most commonly found inhibitory neurotransmitter in the
central nervous system. Alcohol’s agonizing effects on GABA contribute to the anxiolytic
and euphoric effects felt when consuming small to moderate amounts. Although these
effects are positive, alcohol has additional negative effects as well. Even in moderate doses,
alcohol impairs memory consolidation and cognitive function, and reduces control of fine
motor skills. In large and extreme doses, it can lead to respiratory depression, coma or
death due to the major increase in GABAergic activity (Abrahao et al., 2017). Long-term
alcohol use can result in tolerance and physiological dependence due to changes in brain
chemistry. There are also serious withdrawal issues associated with GABA agonists,
alcohol included, such as anxiety, insomnia, tremors that may lead to convulsions, seizures,
and in extreme cases, death (Murray & Berger, 1997; National Institute of Health, 2019).
The GABAergic mechanisms of alcohol are responsible for its depressant effects on the
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CNS and inhibit cognitive and emotion regulation (Blaine et al., 2016). While the sedative
effects of GABA are negatively reinforcing, alcohol's reinforcing effects are typically
attributed to its indirect action on the dopamine system.
Dopamine is a common neurotransmitter in the CNS that can be excitatory or
inhibitory, depending on the receptor type. The mesolimbic dopamine system transports
dopamine from the ventral tegmental area to the nucleus accumbens (NAc; Rassnick et al.,
1993). Research strongly implicates that dopaminergic activity in the mesolimbic
dopamine system is responsible for reinforcing drugs of abuse (Banerjee, 2014; Pierce &
Kumaresan, 2006).

The mesolimbic dopamine pathway is also associated with

reinforcement of other activities such as eating and sexual activity. Dopamine is involved
with alcohol in a few ways. Research indicates that dopamine plays a role in the incentive
motivation of alcohol consumption and alcohol intoxication. Additionally, consuming
alcohol or anticipating alcohol consumption increases dopamine production in the NAc.
Research also implicates the Dopamine D2 Receptor (D2r) within the dorsolateral striatum
(DLS) in habitual alcohol-seeking behavior and the increased sensitivity to alcoholpredicting stimuli (Corbit & Janak, 2016; Corbit et al., 2014). For those who are alcoholdependent, withdrawal results in a decrease in dopamine function, potentially contributing
to withdrawal symptoms (Banerjee, 2014). The indirect effect on dopamine shows that
alcohol has reinforcing properties that reach beyond the anxiolytic and sedating effects and
may be cause for public concern given widespread availability.
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Sleep
Sleep is characterized by altered states of consciousness and is essential for
cognitive function and overall health. Chronic sleep loss is implicated in increasing the risk
of many health issues such as obesity, cardiovascular disease, high blood pressure,
diabetes, anxiety, and depression (Institute of Medicine Committee on Sleep Medicine and
Research, 2006).
The sleep-wake cycle comprises two systems, one promotes wakefulness (i.e., the
wake-on system), and one promotes sleep (i.e., the sleep-on system). The system works so
that the wake-on system inhibits the sleep-on system, and the sleep-on system inhibits the
wake-on system.
The wake-on system is located in the brain's brain stem and is called the Ascending
Reticular Activating System (ARAS). The ARAS projects to the forebrain where it has
excitatory effects; however, it has inhibitory effects in the ventrolateral preoptic nucleus
(VLPO; Fuller et al., 2006). The ARAS uses multiple excitatory neurotransmitters in order
to promote wakefulness and inhibit sleep. The laterodorsal tegmental nuclei and the
pedunculopontine tegmental nuclei recruit Acetylcholine (Ach). The locus coeruleus
recruits norepinephrine, and the raphe nuclei recruit serotonin. Dopamine is used from the
periaqueductal gray matter (PAG). Lastly, the tuberomammillary nucleus recruits
histamines (Saper et al., 2001). The neurons of the VLPO contain the inhibitory
neurotransmitter GABA and is essential to the sleep-on system and sleep producing
behavior (Fuller et al., 2006). The VLPO and the ARAS project to many of the same areas,
but the VLPO projects GABA, inhibiting wakefulness via ARAS projections (Saper et al.,
2001).
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Sleep itself is composed of five stages. Stages 1-4 are categorized as non-rapid eye
movement (NREM) sleep, and another stage warrants its own category as rapid eye
movement (REM) sleep. REM sleep differs from NREM as it exhibits rapid eye movement,
complete muscle atonia resulting from glycine release during REM, and activated
electroencephalogram (EEG) patterns likely due to rapid firing in cholinergic neurons
located in the pons (Amlaner Jr et al., 2009; Zeitzer, 2009). REM sleep is also referred to
as "paradoxical sleep" because the activated EEG patterns closely resemble wakefulness
patterns.
The literature shows that NREM sleep is essential for many hormonal functions.
Slow-wave sleep (SWS), stages 3 and 4, is necessary for growth hormone (GH) secretion
(Leproult et al., 2009). Additionally, cortisol, the hormone primarily known for being a
stress response, declines during SWS (Bierwolf et al., 1997; Follenius et al., 1992).
Thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH), which is essential in metabolic regulation, is
inhibited during sleep, also associated with SWS. Lastly, SWS deprivation can decrease
glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity (Leproult et al., 2009). After total sleep
deprivation (TSD), NREM rebound occurs before REM rebound, indicating the potential
importance of SWS (Ferrara et al., 1999).
The main cognitive functions of REM sleep are considered to be memory
consolidation and working memory (Banks & Dinges, 2007; Stickgold & Walker, 2007).
REM sleep typically occurs in greater quantities during the latter part of the night and, as
a result, is the first to decrease when sleep deprivation occurs (Carskadon & Dement,
1980). As previously mentioned, after TSD, a night of NREM rebound occurs first and is
then followed by a night of disproportionally large amount of REM sleep.
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Rat models of Sleep and Alcohol Consumption
Rodent models, especially rats, are commonly used for experimental purposes in
sleep and pharmacological research. A major benefit of rat models is the increase in options
available to sleep and alcohol research that would otherwise be unethical in humans. Given
the potential of various health risks such as addiction, and the ethical risks and limitations,
researchers study rat behavior. Rats have been invaluable for drug, behavior, and disease
research that model human physiology (Ellenbroek & Youn, 2016). Although often used
to help better understand biological mechanisms that may also apply to humans, animal
models do not entirely represent humans. Regarding sleep, rats and humans have different
sleep patterns. A typical rat spends between 12-15 hours of a 24-hour day sleeping, during
which sleep is dispersed in 20-30-minute bouts (Mendelson & Bergmann, 1999; Toth &
Bhargava, 2013). Comparatively, a typical adult human requires about seven hours of sleep
in a 24-hour day, and that sleep is consolidated at night and all at once. Additionally, rats
cycle through their sleep stages more quickly and more often than humans. In 24 hours, a
human typically experiences 4-6 NREM-REM cycles, whereas rats experience about 29
NREM-REM cycles (Mendelson & Bergmann, 1999; Jenni & Carskadon, 2009). Another
difference between humans and rats is in the amount of REM sleep and NREM sleep
rebound experienced. Rats experience more REM rebound compared to NREM rebound
following large amounts of sleep deprivation (>24 hours) compared to humans
(Rechtschaffen et al., 1999).
Although these differences exist, rats are still desirable and commonly used in sleep
research. One reason is that rats have short lifespans and reach maturity faster. Another
reason is that rats are also similar to humans in terms of recovery from sleep deprivation.
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Similar to humans, when sleep-deprived for short compared to large periods
(approximately 24 hours or less), rats show NREM rebound first before REM rebound
(Rechtschaffen et al., 1999). However, as previously mentioned, for large amounts of sleep
deprivation, recovery sleep in rats is not the same as recovery sleep in humans. We can
conclude that in certain conditions, rats recover from sleep deprivation in the same way as
humans but do not compare to human recovery sleep after considerable and extended
periods of TSD.
Rats have been used to model voluntary alcohol consumption through the twobottle choice method, which gives rats free access to alcohol and water, and operant models
to test the motivation to obtain alcohol. Studies using these methods have found that rats
prefer alcohol up to a concentration of 10% to water. At higher concentrations (>10%), the
taste may be deterring to rats (Aalto & Kiianmaa, 1984; Tabakoff & Hoffman, 2000). In
the current study, we will use the free access to alcohol and water method, which is
described in detail later.
Alcohol’s impact on Sleep
The effects of alcohol on sleep are of great interest and thus have been widely
studied. The depressive effect of alcohol can have therapeutic effects for those with
insomnia in small doses. However, moderate to large doses negatively affect human sleep
quality and architecture (Stone, 1980). Significant doses of alcohol before sleep onset
decrease sleep latency, the time it takes for sleep onset, and increases NREM sleep quantity
while blood alcohol levels are high. In the latter half of the night, sleep quality is disrupted
as blood alcohol levels begin to drop, resulting in partial sleep deprivation (Colrain et al.,
2014; Sharma et al., 2018; Thakkar et al., 2015). In individuals without Alcohol Use
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Disorder (AUD), consumption suppresses REM sleep and increases nocturnal sleep
disturbances (Brower, 2001; Landolt & Borbely, 2000). Sharma et al. (2018) found that
even a single night of binge drinking disrupts sleep homeostasis and results in poor quality
sleep. In individuals with AUD, sleep is characterized by reduced total sleep time, NREM
sleep, and reduced sleep latency (Brower, 2001; Landolt & Borbély, 2000; Zarcone et al.,
1975). Alcohol consumption before sleep onset on a consistent or daily basis results in
chronic partial sleep deprivation.
Given the sleep-inducing effect of alcohol and the detrimental effects of alcohol on
sleep, it is worth considering whether there is a potential bi-directional relationship
between alcohol and sleep. Rosenwasser et al. (2005) found that alcohol administration
disrupts the circadian rhythm in rats either by becoming shorter (<24 hours) or longer (>24
hours). Additionally, the same study indicated that the length of the circadian rhythm might
indicate circadian changes resulting from alcohol, finding shorter baseline circadian
rhythms predicted longer than normal rhythms following alcohol (Rosenwasser et al.,
2005). Another study by Chaput et al. (2012) in humans found that alcohol consumption
covaries with shorter durations of nighttime sleep. If these studies' findings apply, it would
indicate a bidirectional relationship between alcohol consumption and sleep.
Aalto and Kiianmaa's (1984) study aimed to investigate REM sleep deprivation's
effects on alcohol consumption and found that rats consumed significantly larger amounts
of alcohol when deprived of REM sleep. The literature indicates that REM sleep
deprivation also results in REM rebound, an elevation of REM sleep seen during recovery
sleep (Nigam et al., 2017). The researchers also found that alcohol consumption decreased
to that of the alcohol naïve rats during the REM rebound phase (Aalto & Kiiamanaa, 1984).
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These results provide further evidence that a potential bi-directional relationship may exist,
which may indicate that there is a vicious cycle present. Alcohol consumption disrupts
sleep, and that disrupted sleep then leads to more alcohol consumption, thus becoming an
endless, perpetual cycle.
Stress and its Impact on Alcohol Consumption
Stress occurs as a result of stimuli that are perceived to be harmful or threatening.
Situations that are physically and emotionally challenging can also induce stress. These
stressful events are commonly referred to as stressors and activate the body's stress
response to return to homeostasis. In the literature, the response to stressors is described as
both behavioral and biological. Behavioral responses can be avoidant responses, such as
an escape from a perceived threat, or agonistic and defensive behaviors when an escape is
perceived to be impossible (Blanchard et al., 2001; Brady & Sonne, 1999). Biological
responses include increased heart rate, sweating (Brady & Sonne, 1999). Two
interconnected mechanisms, which are neurochemical responses and hormonal responses,
mediate the body's stress responses. Chronic stress results from prolonged feelings of stress
and can risk homeostatic dysregulation (Sinha, 2008).
The neurochemical response consists of serotonin, NE, opioid peptides, and
dopamine neurotransmitter activity (Blanchard et al., 2001; Brady & Sonne, 1999; Henry,
1992). Serotonin expression increases particularly during an existential threat, which is
theorized to promote learning to avoid future threats (Murnane, 2019). NE activation
increases and is associated with increased arousal, contextual processing, and physiological
responses to stressors (Belujon & Grace, 2015). Opioid peptides are responsible for pain
inhibition in response to stressors (Parikh et al., 2011). Dopamine is a key neurotransmitter
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in the body’s stress response. It is responsible for physiological changes such as increased
heart rate and blood pressure, but research also indicates that dopamine is an essential
contributor for threat detection and responsivity to future stimulation (Bloomfield et al.,
2019; Brady & Sonne, 1999). Research has found increases in Dopamine Transporter
(DAT) and D2r binding activity in the NAc and DLS Dopamine D2 Receptor following
exposure to immobilization stress (Lucas et al., 2007). Increased D2 activity in the NAc
and DLS is commonly implicated as a key factor in modulating the behavioral responses
of stress (Cabib & Puglisi-Allegra, 2012). The changes in neurochemical activity also
enhance or inhibit the activity of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis.
The HPA axis is the hormonal system and consists of three stress hormones:
corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH), adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), and
glucocorticoid hormones (Brady & Sonne, 1999). CRH, corticotropin-releasing factor
(CRF) in rats, is released in the hypothalamus and is regulated by serotonin and opioid
peptides. CRH is transported to the pituitary gland, which signals the production and
release of ACTH and other endogenous opioids. ACTH travels through blood circulations
and signals the adrenal glands to release glucocorticoid hormones. In humans, the primary
glucocorticoid hormone is cortisol, and in rats, it is corticosterone (Brady & Sonne, 1999;
de Kloet et al., 2008). Glucocorticoid hormones released in the bloodstream signal the
hypothalamus and pituitary gland to stop secreting CRH and ACTH (Timmermans et al.,
2019). Studies have found that rats will learn an operant schedule to obtain an intravenous
infusion of corticosterone and maintain a certain hormone level (Piazza & Le Moal, 1997).
This is an indicator that corticosterone may have positively reinforcing properties.
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In addition to potentially being reinforcing on its own, researchers theorize that
glucocorticoid hormones increase the reinforcing effects of drugs, such as alcohol, by
increasing dopamine release in the mesolimbic pathway (Piazza & Le Moal, 1997).
Research indicates alcohol also activates the HPA axis and triggers CRH/CRF secretion,
which indirectly increases glucocorticoid hormone secretion (Koob & Kreek, 2007; Piazza
& Le Moal, 1998). A study using alcohol-preferring rats found that after adrenalectomy,
alcohol consumption decreased but then increased above baseline after corticosterone
administration (Fahlke et al., 1996). These findings further indicate that glucocorticoid
hormones may results in increased consumption due to enhanced reinforcement. However,
it does not explain the effect of stressors on alcohol consumption.
The relationship between stress and alcohol is complex. Although alcohol activates
the HPA axis, indicating that it serves as a stressor, alcohol also shows anxiolytic properties
that are motivating to relieve stress (Becker et al., 2011). Studies on the effect of acute
stress on alcohol consumption in rats show evidence for increased consumption, but the
results are conflicting.
Compared to baseline alcohol consumption, many studies did indicate an increase
in alcohol consumption after exposure to the shock stressor using the inescapable foot
shock method (Kinney & Schmidt, 1979; Mills et al., 1977; Volpicelli et al., 1990).
Volpicelli et al. (1990) found that animals that initially preferred alcohol had decreased
alcohol consumption when presented with the stressor, but those who did not prefer alcohol
increased in consumption. Other studies that only administered the stressor for a few days
found either no difference or an immediate increase before returning to baseline (Becker
et al., 2011). Studies that used restraint as a stressor have very similar results. Many found
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restraint results in increased consumption, and others found no change or decreased
consumption (Bertholomey et al., 2011; Chester et al., 2004; Lynch et al., 1999). Research
that indicates an increase in consumption also indicates a potential dose-dependent
relationship where alcohol consumption increases with the magnitude or duration of the
stressor (Blecker et al., 2011). These results indicate that mild stressors may not affect
alcohol consumption.
The results on the effects of chronic stress on alcohol consumption are less
conflicting compared to acute stress. Studies show that stressors such as large circadian
shifts, chronic isolation, and social status show a significant increase in alcohol
consumption (Blecker et al., 2011; Gauvin et al., 1997; Hall et al., 1998; Pohorecky, 1990).
These stressors can have a lasting impact on the HPA axis, which impacts long term
behavior.
Although research has shown that physical and psychological stressors can
facilitate voluntary alcohol consumption, a direct causal relationship cannot be deduced
given the conflicting data. Researchers believe that in addition to stress, other factors such
as genetic, experiential, and environmental factors contribute to the likelihood of increased
alcohol consumption (Sillaber & Henniger, 2004). Nevertheless, stress is widely
considered a risk factor for addiction (Brady & Sonne, 1999; Sinha, 2008).
Sleep Deprivation, Stress, and Behavioral Acclimation
There are numerous methods in the literature to sleep deprive a rat. Each has
strengths and weaknesses. The method used by Aalto and Kiiamanaa (1984) was the
inverted flowerpot technique. The inverted flowerpot technique is a sleep deprivation
technique where a flowerpot is placed over water as a sleeping platform. In this study, the
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researchers replaced the water with an electric grid floor. This technique allows NREM
sleep but deprives the rats of REM sleep. When the rats enter REM, they lose muscle tone
because of REM sleep induced postural paralysis and fall onto the electric grid and receive
a shock. While effective in depriving rats of REM sleep, the inverted flowerpot technique,
not surprisingly, demonstrates acute stress (Nollet et al., 2020; Suchecki & Tufik, 2000).
While Aalto and Kiiamanaa (1984) provided evidence for the effects of REM sleep
deprivation on alcohol consumption, it fails to control for the effects of stress. Given that
the technique was also modified with the electric grid floor instead of water, it may have
caused higher stress levels than would be typical using water. Stress not being controlled
for is a potential confound as studies have also shown that voluntary consumption of
alcohol in laboratory rats may increase as a result of stress (Vengeliene et al., 2003).
A previously unpublished study from our lab investigated the effect of TSD on
voluntary alcohol consumption (Sequiera, 2015). Sprague – Dawley rats were used in a
within-group study where all rats experienced 18, 20, and 22 hours of sleep deprivation for
seven consecutive 24-hour days. Rats were sleep-deprived in forced exercise wheels. After
each sleep deprivation condition, rats received three weeks of recovery before the next
sleep deprivation condition. While three rats were sleep-deprived, one of the other nine rats
was placed in a stationary wheel in a location away from the forced exercise apparatus.
This wheel control was included in an attempt to control any stress effects of the
environment where sleep deprivation took place.
The results were promising yet also conflicting. When in the wheels, both for the
wheel control and for sleep deprivation, the rats consumed three to four times more alcohol
for each 24-hour day compared to their home cages. Additionally, there was no difference
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between 18 hours, 20 hours, and 22 hours of sleep deprivation. The results of this study
indicated that rats consumed more alcohol while in the wheel. However, given there was
no consumption difference between the wheel control and sleep deprivation conditions, it
did not indicate that the increased consumption was due to sleep deprivation itself. Either
the wheel environment itself was inherently stressful, or the rats consumed more alcohol
due to a conditioned association. The role of stress in the study was still ambiguous, much
like Aalto and Kiiamnaa’s findings.
Following Sequeira (2015), a follow-up study was conducted in our lab as an
extension using a systematic replication design to try to help answer the questions left
behind by the previous study. The IACUC veterinarian raised concerns regarding the
forced exercise wheel's size and how it may be considered "prolonged restraint," given that
it is smaller than the home cages' size. However, previous experiments indicated that this
may not be the case. Rats placed in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) must
be tightly restrained, which is typically stressful. However, King et al. (2005) placed rats
in a mock-fMRI restraining device for eight days of 90-minute trials. They found no
significant difference from baseline in respiratory rate, heart rate, and corticosterone levels.
In a similar study, rats placed in mock fMRI-restraint for 60-minute trials for five days
showed a decreased stress response (Reed et al., 2013). The mock-fMRI restraints are far
more restrictive than the forced exercise wheels. These studies indicated that rats could
acclimate to prolonged restraint in environments more restrictive than the forced exercise
wheels' environment.
In the follow-up, 12 Sprague – Dawley rats experienced one seven day a week of
24 hours per day in the non-moving forced exercise wheels as an experimental control and
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acclimation period (Cowan, 2017). This study was a within-group design, and all rats
experienced 6 and 18 hours of sleep deprivation. Eighteen hours of sleep deprivation was
chosen because Sequeira (2015) found no significant difference among the 18, 20, and 22hour conditions and was considered to be the least stressful of the conditions as it was the
shortest. Six hours of sleep deprivation was introduced to better model chronic partial sleep
deprivation than the Sequeira study had. The researchers hypothesized that rats would
consume more alcohol in the 6-hour condition than in the home cage or wheel control
condition and more alcohol in the 18-hour condition than in the 6-hour condition. Lastly,
like Sequeira’s study, a second wheel control condition was introduced but designed to
occur following sleep deprivation. There was no significant difference between the home
cage, first wheel control, and second wheel control conditions. Cowan did find a significant
difference between the control conditions and the sleep deprivation conditions finding that
rats consumed significantly more alcohol during the sleep deprivation conditions.
Although, there was no significant difference between the 6-hour and 18-hour conditions
as predicted.
Cowan found that introducing the acclimation period before the start of sleep
deprivation seemed to help reduce stressful effects related to the forced exercise wheel's
environment if there was one present. There were no significant differences in alcohol
consumption between the home cage, the first wheel control, and the second wheel control.
This may indicate that even after sleep deprivation, the wheel environment did not result
in additional stress.
Sleep Deprivation Methods and Stress
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While these results seemed to account for stress, other studies have shown that the
process of inducing sleep deprivation and sleep deprivation itself likely cause stress
(Gopalakrishnan et al., 2004; Nollet et al., 2020). There are many documented methods
that can sufficiently suppress nearly all sleep in rats. Several have been identified as stressinducing (Nollet et al., 2020). However, the least stressful method for rats' sleep deprivation
is called the gentle handling procedure, during which reserach assistants handle the rats for
hours. However, this form of sleep deprivation has not been formally standardized, and the
effects on hormonal markers of stress are controversial despite being designed to minimize
stress (Nollet et al., 2020). Additionally, the effects of stress can be variable among
individual rats.
Alternatively, the most common sleep deprivation research procedures are forced
locomotion procedures such as the forced exercise wheels. Forced locomotion is criticized
due to the potential confounding effects of fatigue resulting from forced exercise and the
procedure's stress. Murison et al. (1983) found that forced exercise wheels' use resulted in
an increase in corticosterone release after 20 minutes of forced locomotion. However,
corticosterone levels did not significantly increase after 21.5 hours of sleep deprivation
compared to the control rats. Other studies have shown that the use of forced exercise
wheels for sleep deprivation, fragmentation, and or restriction for 11-48 hours significantly
increased corticosterone release (Nollet et al., 2020). More recently, an automated
procedure for sleep deprivation was designed to reduce stress. This system uses a sweeping
metal bar that provides tactile stimulation to keep animals awake. This method was
designed to help simulate gentle handling as using the metal bar allows for standardization
that gentle handling lacks. These automated sleep deprivation systems have shown no
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increase in corticosterone levels after six hours of sleep deprivation but have shown a slight
increase in corticosterone release after 1-3 days of continued sleep deprivation (Nolett et
al., 2020; Ramesh et al., 2009).
The literature demonstrates that of these two standardized sleep deprivation
methods, the automated sleep deprivation system is less stressful than the forced exercise
wheels. The evidence suggests that these sleep deprivation procedures induce stress, which
raises further questions regarding the voluntary alcohol consumption found in the Cowan
study. The present study is an extension of both the Sequeira and Cowan studies from our
lab. The aim is to examine further the effect of sleep deprivation on voluntary alcohol
consumption while minimizing stress through a mixed design using 12 Sprague Dawley
rats. The between factor is the sleep deprivation method. One group (n=6) will be in the
forced exercise wheels, and another group (n=6) will be in the automated sleep deprivation
system. The within factor are the sleep deprivation and no sleep deprivation control
conditions. All rats will experience six hours of sleep deprivation. We chose six hours of
sleep deprivation because our previous studies found no significant difference between six
hours and 18-hours of sleep deprivation. Additionally, this would be considered the least
stressful as studies show no difference in corticosterone release after six hours in the
automated sleep deprivation system (Nolett et al., 2020; Ramesh et al., 2009). Like the
Cowan condition, rats will also undergo a sleep deprivation environment control before
and after sleep deprivation.
We predict that if stress due to the wheel is a contributing factor to increased alcohol
consumption, the amount consumed will be higher in the wheel condition than in the
automated sleep deprivation condition. We predict that there will be no difference of
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alcohol consumption between the home cage and the two environment controls. However,
we predict that there will be a difference in alcohol consumption between the environment
controls and the sleep deprivation conditions where rats will consume more alcohol during
sleep deprivation. We also predict a difference between the two sleep deprivation methods
where rats who were in the wheels will consume more alcohol than rats who were in the
sleep deprivation system.
Methods
Subjects
Subjects were 12 male Sprague-Dawley rats from Envigo acquired on postpartum
day 21 (P21), and housed in cages 40.64 cm long, 22.86 cm wide, and 20.32 cm tall.
Subjects were housed individually and kept on a 12-hour light-dark cycle in a
approximately 22 degrees Celsius room and between 40% and 60% humidity. Subjects
were on a 95-100% food restriction starting P50 to maintain a suitable weight for sleep
deprivation equipment.
Apparatus
Subjects had free access to two bottles during the duration of the study. One
contained water, which will be available for the entirety of the study. The second bottle
contained a 7% alcohol solution made available to the subjects on P28 and for the
remainder of the study. Previous studies in our lab have demonstrated that subjects will
voluntarily drink at this alcohol concentration (Cowan, 2017; Sequeira, 2015).
Acclimation and sleep deprivation occurred in either forced exercise wheels from
Lafayette Instrument Company (n=6) or sleep deprivation systems from Pinnacle
Technology inc (n=6). The forced exercise wheels consist of aluminum rings and
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polycarbonate sides. The internal width of each wheel is 11.18 cm, with an internal
diameter of 33.88 cm. Each identical wheel has 82 rungs .48 cm in diameter spaced 1.34
cm apart from each other. A motor drives each moving wheel at approximately 1.5
meters per minute, or slightly over one full rotation per minute. There was a small hole
for a bottle mouthpiece in each wheel's center, on both sides, allowing for alcohol and
water availability. Each wheel also contained a small ramp added following a previous
study in the lab in which a rat was able to obtain sleep by laying on the food pellets in the
wheel. The added ramps force rats to step over the ramp each rotation of the wheel.
Otherwise, the ramp will drop the subject approximately 3 cm, waking them. The ramps
were necessary because the present study aimed to maintain TSD when rats are in the
wheel.
The sleep deprivation system consisted of a 35.56 cm round plexiglass cage.
Positioned above the bottom of the cage is an adjustable metal bar that continuously
rotated. The rotating bar required that the subject be awake to move around it. Otherwise,
it would disturb the animal, waking them. On one side of the cage was a small hole for a
bottle to fit. The cage was modified to include a second hole directly across the existing
hole for this study.

Procedure
Alcohol Exposure
Subjects were be obtained on P21 and handled a few times daily. A 7% alcohol
solution was introduced to the animals on P28 for free consumption. Animals had access
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to both water and alcohol at all times. The placement of the alcohol and water bottles
were counterbalanced across the rats to control for any potential side biases.
Wheel Acclimation
Starting on P40, after allowing animals time to adjust to the introduction of
alcohol and collect home cage baseline measurements, the rats were placed in either the
(non-moving) forced exercise wheel (n=6) and the sleep deprivation system (n=6) for six
hours a day for five consecutive days. This acclimation period acted as the first sleep
deprivation environment control (SD-C). Our lab had previously found that the
environment where the sleep deprivation occurred may have been stressful to the animals
(Sequeira, 2015). This acclimation period was to control for potential stress effects.
Previous research also found that when given an acclimation period before sleep
deprivation, there was no difference in alcohol consumption found between the home
cage, SD-C, and SD-C2 conditions (Cowan, 2017). This suggests that the acclimation
period can minimize stress.
Sleep Deprivation
After each animal acclimated to the sleep deprivation environment, sleep
deprivation began. Rats underwent six hours of sleep deprivation for five consecutive
days. Six hours was chosen as the sleep deprivation time because a previously
unpublished study from our lab found no difference in alcohol consumption between six
hours and 18 hours of sleep deprivation (Cowan, 2017). Additionally, greater sleep loss
has been implicated in increased cortisol levels and negatively impacts cortisol recovery
(Nollet et al., 2020). In order to control for stress effects, we used six hours of sleep
deprivation. Once all 12 rats completed sleep deprivation, the post-sleep deprivation
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control (SD-C2) began. This control investigated the efficacy of the acclimation period in
reducing stress associated with the sleep deprivation environments. The study is a mixed
design with the focus on the between factor where six rats experienced the forced
exercise wheel condition, and six rats experienced the sleep deprivation system condition.
See figure 1 for procedure chronology.
Data Analysis
The experimental conditions were the home cage, SD-C, SD-C2, forced exercise
wheel, and automated sleep deprivation system. A mixed ANOVA was conducted to
analyze the data. Due to food restriction maintaining the animals' weight, all rats weighed
under 300 grams at the end of the study. The dependent variable was transformed from
grams of alcohol consumed to grams of alcohol consumed per kilogram of body weight
because the effects of alcohol are dependent on body weight. Data was also analyzed
using visual analyses as a secondary measure due to the small sample size per group
(n=6).
Results
We conducted A 2 ´ 4 mixed ANOVA for voluntary alcohol consumption (g of
alcohol/ rat weight in kg). The within-subjects independent variable was the condition
with four levels (home cage, SD-C, SD, and SD-C2). The between-subjects independent
variable was sleep deprivation method (forced exercise wheel and sleep deprivation
system). Descriptives are provided in Table 1. The assumptions for sphericity
(Mauchly’s W = .415, 𝑝 = .177) and homogeneity of covariance (𝐵𝑜𝑥’𝑠 𝑀 =
15.446, 𝐹(10,478.008). 848, 𝑝 = .582) were both met. No corrections were added to the
interpretation of the ANOVA. All other assumptions, including normality, were met.
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There was no significant interaction between the sleep deprivation methods and
the condition on voluntary alcohol consumption (Figure 2), 𝐹(3, 30) = .995, 𝑝 =
.427, 𝜂!" = .087. There was also no significant difference between the two sleep
deprivation methods on alcohol consumption, 𝐹(1,10) = 1.271, 𝑝 = .286, 𝜂!" = .113.
There was a significant difference of condition on alcohol consumption averaged across
the groups, 𝐹(3,30) = 24.312, 𝑝 < .001, 𝜂!" = .709. The partial eta squared indicates a
large effect size of condition, with 70.9% of the alcohol consumption variance explained
by condition variables. See figures 3-11 for mean alcohol and water consumption for
each condition by group.
We conducted post hoc tests using a pairwise comparison with a Bonferroni
correction to find the pattern of difference of consumption among the conditions. There
was no significant difference of consumption between the home cage (𝑀 = 76.08, 𝑆𝐷 =
33.29) and SD-C (𝑀 = 50.81, 𝑆𝐷 = 30.00, 𝑝 = .406, 𝑑 = .595), and SD (𝑀 =
106.30, 𝑆𝐷 = 25.52, 𝑝 = .271, 𝑑 = −.624). There was a significant difference between
the home cage and SD-C2 (𝑀 = 148.56, 𝑆𝐷 = 24.28, 𝑝 = .004, 𝑑 = −1.417). There
was a significant difference between SD-C and SD (𝑝 < .001, 𝑑 = −2.231), and between
SD-C and SD-C2 (𝑝 < .001, 𝑑 = −2.253). Lastly, there was a significant difference
between SD and SD-C2 (𝑝 < .001, 𝑑 = −1.209). See table 3 for post hoc pairwise
comparison.
Discussion
Although there was a significant effect of condition, the hypothesis was not fully
supported. We hypothesized that if stress is a factor of alcohol consumption, alcohol
consumption in the wheel group will be higher than the automated sleep deprivation
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system group. This hypothesis was not supported because there was no significant
difference between the groups. Additionally, we hypothesized that there would be no
difference in consumption between the home cage, SD-C, and SD-C2; however, SD-C2
was significantly different from the home cage and SD-C. Lastly, we hypothesized that
consumption during SD would be significantly different from all other conditions, but
consumption during SD was not significantly different from the home cage.
There were some notable differences in the present study results and Cowan’s
(2017) study performed previously in our lab. Cowan found no difference in alcohol
consumption between the home cage and SD-C2 conditions and between SD-C and SDC2, however, we did find a significant difference. Additionally, Cowan found a
difference between the home cage and the SD conditions; however, we did not find a
difference between the home cage and the SD condition. Lastly, Cowan found no
significant difference between the SD and SD-C2, but the present study did find a
significant difference.
The previous iteration of the study had large standard deviations, and the
researchers found that it had low power given the small sample size (N=12). In the
current experiment, an a priori power analysis indicated a total sample size of 12 was
enough for our mixed design study. The present study also had large amounts of variance.
However, unlike the previous study, the means of alcohol consumption for each condition
were either similar or different enough that statistical significance is visually apparent
(Figure 1). This leads us to believe that this study's large standard deviations were not an
issue for the within measure despite the small sample size (𝑁 = 12). However, this may
not have been the case for the between measure. A post hoc power analysis, holding all
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else constant, found a slightly higher total sample size (𝑁 = 16) would have given the
between measure more power.
Not only was there no significant difference between the two sleep deprivation
methods, but rats in the automated sleep deprivation group had higher means of
consumption for the SD-C (𝑀 = 55.17, 𝑆𝐷 =24.26), SD (𝑀 = 119.22, 𝑆𝐷 =23.43), and
SD-C2 (𝑀 = 154.70, 𝑆𝐷 = 34.00) than rats in the forced exercise wheel group (𝑀 =
46.45, 𝑆𝐷 =36.38; 𝑀 = 93.40, 𝑆𝐷 =22.00; 𝑀 = 154.70, 𝑆𝐷 =7.17). These results
suggest that there are no measurable differences in these two methods of sleep
deprivation. While we cannot make any conclusions about stress, stress from the method
of sleep deprivation may be less likely a contributor. As previously discussed, research
indicates a dose-dependent relationship between stress and alcohol consumption, and
mild stressors may not affect alcohol consumption (Becker et al., 2011). By this
explanation, it is possible that the forced exercise wheel would be considered only a mild
stressor when used for six hours a day, if a stressor at all.
Sequeira (2015) and Cowan (2017) found a significant difference between the
home cage and the SD conditions, however, we did not find a significant difference
between the home cage (𝑀 = 76.08, 𝑆𝐷 = 33.29) and SD (𝑀 = 106.30, 𝑆𝐷 = 25.52)
condition. We did find a significant difference between SD-C (𝑀 = 50.81, 𝑆𝐷 = 30.00)
and SD. This is interesting because the mean consumption during SD-C was actually less
than the home cage (𝑀 = 76.08, 𝑆𝐷 = 33.29), and the difference between the home
cage and SD-C was not significant.
Although there was no significant difference between the home cage
(𝑀 = 76.08, 𝑆𝐷 = 33.29) and SD (𝑀 = 106.30, 𝑆𝐷 = 25.52, 𝑝 = .271, 𝑑 = .624), the
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significant difference between SD-C (𝑀 = 50.81, 𝑆𝐷 = 30.00) and SD ( 𝑝 < .001, 𝑑 =
2.331) supports the hypothesis that there is a bi-directional relationship between sleep
deprivation and alcohol consumption given that the only difference between the two
conditions was sleep deprivation.
Although the increase in alcohol consumption during SD would support our
hypothesis, figure 2 indicates that there may have been a cumulative effect on alcohol
consumption. All rats experienced the conditions in the same order (Figure 1), and
consumption increased during each subsequent condition except SD-C. Chronic alcohol
exposure has been found to cause neurological changes through receptor desensitization
and downregulation, commonly referred to as tolerance, requiring an increase in alcohol
exposure to achieve the same effects (Banerjee, 2014; Dopico & Lovinger, 2009; Kalant,
1998). Downregulation occurs due to synaptic plasticity and activity-dependent respecification to maintain the homeostatic equilibrium of excitability (Olsen & Liang,
2017; Spitzer et al., 2005; Spitzer, 2012). Neurotransmission homeostasis regulates
voltage-gated ion channels, receptor densities, synaptic strength, and chronic alcohol
exposure causes overstimulation of receptors, resulting in a compensatory
downregulation to maintain homeostasis of neural transmission (Kilman et al., 2002;
Olsen & Liang, 2017). Throughout the present study’s conditions, alcohol exposure may
have resulted in use-dependent downregulation of the receptors, which could explain the
visual trends observed that indicated a cumulative effect where alcohol consumption
increased to compensate for potential downregulation.
In addition to the neural mechanisms of receptor downregulation, it is widely
accepted that there are also behavioral mechanisms of tolerance that must be considered
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in addition to changes at the receptor level (Kalant, 1998). Rats administered morphine
repeatedly in a specific physical environment showed more tolerance when in that
environment than they did, getting the same dose of morphine but in a different
environment (Siegel, 1975). In this context, the morphine administered environment
acted as the conditioned stimulus, which resulted in tolerance as the conditioned
response. This phenomenon of tolerance in specific environments is not limited to
morphine and has been demonstrated in many drugs, including alcohol (Kalant, 1998).
Duncan et al. (2000) injected rats with alcohol, which was paired with two stimuli, and
found that rats exhibited greater tolerance in the presence of the stimuli than the absence
of the stimuli. Rats also needed higher doses of alcohol in the presence of the stimuli to
achieve the same effect as alcohol (Duncan et al., 2000). The present study's sleep
deprivation environments may have also acted as a conditioned stimulus that could
explain the potential trend of downregulation and the significant increase in alcohol
consumption from SD to SD-C2.
Interestingly, the mean alcohol consumption during SD-C decreased 25.273g/kg
from the home cage. While this was not a significant difference, alcohol consumption
during SD increased 55.489 g/kg from the SD-C condition, which significantly increased
and over double the decrease from the home cage to SD-C. There are two possible
explanations for the decrease in consumption observed during the SD-C condition. The
first is that the sleep deprivation environments may be a form of restraint stress which
multiple studies have reported may suppress or decrease alcohol consumption (Becker et
al., 2011; Chester et al., 2004; Ng Cheong Ton et al., 1983). If the apparatuses were
restrictive, it might explain why alcohol consumption decreased when rats were placed in
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the equipment. The restraint methods in these studies were much more restrictive than
our sleep deprivation equipment, and while the forced exercise wheel and the automated
sleep deprivation system are smaller than the home cages, it is unlikely that they are
restrictive. The second possible explanation, perhaps the more likely one, revisits the
concept that the environment where a drug is administered becomes the conditioned
stimulus. The rats had a few weeks to adjust to alcohol availability in their home cages
when the home cage measurements were collected. However, the sleep deprivation
equipment was a novel environment when rats were placed in them for SD-C
measurements. Rats would not have any conditioned tolerance in the novel environment,
and less alcohol would be necessary to achieve the effects of alcohol experienced in the
home cage. This concept might also apply to the difference found between SD and SDC2. Although consumption during SD was significantly different from SD-C2, the
hypothesis also stated that rats would consume more alcohol during sleep deprivation.
This was not the case as the mean of consumption during SD-C2 was 42.265 g/kg higher
than during SD. SD-C2 was the last condition in the sequence, and the mean consumption
was 97.745 g/kg higher than during SD-C, the first condition where rats were in the
equipment. The mean difference between SD-C and SD-C2 is also almost double the
mean consumption observed during SD-C. These significant increases in alcohol
consumption may have been a conditioned compensatory response of tolerance
developed by the end of the study, both at the receptor level and in the sleep deprivation
equipment.
If the current study's results are better explained by conditioned tolerance and a
conditioned compensatory response, it may indicate that a bi-directional relationship
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between sleep deprivation and alcohol consumption does not exist. However, the
significant increase from SD-C to SD and the results from both previous iterations of this
study would support the hypothesis that there is a bi-directional relationship. We chose 6hours for the sleep deprivation duration because Cowan did not find a significant
difference between 6-hours of sleep deprivation and 18-hours of sleep deprivation, so we
assumed that 6-hours would be enough to see a difference if there was one. This may not
have been the case, especially in comparing the forced exercise wheel to the automated
sleep deprivation system. Future studies should consider sleep depriving the rats for
longer durations. Although Cowan did not observe a dose-dependent response to sleep
deprivation when using only the forced exercise wheels, there may be an interaction
when comparing the two sleep deprivation apparatuses. After the 6 hours in the
equipment, we returned the rats to their home cages where alcohol was still available and
weighed bottles daily at 3:30 PM. This made it difficult to know when the rats were
consuming the most alcohol. In future studies, this can be improved by either measuring
the bottles more frequently or through a lickometer. Lickometers are devices that record
when subjects drink from the bottles. Additionally, a larger sample size (𝑁 = 16) should
be used to have more power of the between measure. The study's length may have also
been a limitation, and future studies should aim to shorten the duration of the study in an
attempt to limit tolerance development.
While this study's results did not clearly indicate a bi-directional relationship
between sleep deprivation and alcohol consumption, it did not rule it out altogether.
Future research should continue to explore this potential relationship and consider the
role of conditioned tolerance. This project also confirmed that sleep deprivation using
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forced exercise vs. gentle handling does not alter alcohol consumption in the rat. We
again suggest longer SD periods that do not allow the rat to catch up on sleep during the
downtime between sleep restriction episodes. Acute multiple level restrictions would
provide a better measurable assessment of the bi-directional relationship of sleep
deprivation and alcohol consumption if there is indeed one to be found.
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Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations for the four conditions on Consumption by Group
Alcohol
Condition
Home Cage

Water

Group

N

M

SD

M

SD

Forced Exercise Wheel

6

83.23

30.02

60.67

38.62

Sleep Deprivation

6

68.94

13.90

37.60

93.51

Total

12

76.08

33.29

77.10

52.85

Forced Exercise Wheel

6

46.45

36.68

106.80

44.97

Sleep Deprivation

6

55.17

24.26

93.51

63.30

Total

12

50.81

30.00

101.90

38.70

Forced Exercise Wheel

6

93.40

22.00

77.11

31.49

Sleep Deprivation

6

119.22

23.43

96.99

34.85

Total

12

106.30

25.52

77.55

28.11

Forced Exercise Wheel

6

142.42

7.17

39.33

19.26

Sleep Deprivation

6

154.70

34.00

45.77

27.06

12

148.56

24.28

42.55

22.64

System

Sleep Deprivation Environment
Control 1

System

Sleep Deprivation

System

Sleep Deprivation Environment
Control 2

System
Total
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Table 2
2 ´ 4 mixed ANOVA summary table for the Effects of Sleep Deprivation on Alcohol
Consumption
MS

df

SS

Condition

3

63668.1

21222.7 24.312 <.001 .709

Group

1

794.790

794.790

1.271

.286

.113

Condition ´ Group

3

2501.223

833.741

.955

.427

.087

Error (Condition ´ Group) 30 26187.727 872.924
Error (Group)

10

6255.051

625.505

F

𝒑

Source

η2
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Table 3
Post-hoc comparisons using a Bonferroni correction
Comparison

Mean

Std.

95% Confidence

Difference

Error

Interval of Mean

(g/kg alcohol)

Difference
𝑝

Home cage – SD-

Lower

Upper

Bound

Bound

𝑑

25.273

12.339

.406

-15.159

65.704

.595

Home cage – SD

-30.217

13.208

.271

-73.497

13.063

-.624

Home cage – SD-

-72.472

14.899

.004*

-121.295

-23.650

-1.417

SD-C - SD

-55.489

6.679

<.001*

-77.376

-33.602

-2.331

SD-C – SD-C2

-97.745

13.122

<.001*

-76.222

-8.289

-2.253

SD – SD-C2

-42.256

10.366

.013*

8.289

76.222

-1.209

C

C2

*denotes significance at .05
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Figure 1
Graphical depiction of the chronological order of the conditions. The duration of each
condition was 5 days.
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Sleep
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Environment
Control 1
(SD-C)

Sleep
Deprivation
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Figure 2
Mean Alcohol Consumption for Condition by Sleep Deprivation Method Group
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Figure 3
Mean Water Consumption for Condition by Sleep Deprivation Method Group
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Figure 4
Mean Water and Alcohol Consumption during the Home Cage Condition of the Forced
Exercise Wheel Group, by subjects
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Figure 5
Mean Water and Alcohol Consumption during the Home Cage Condition of the
Automated Sleep Deprivation Group, by subjects
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Figure 6
Mean Water and Alcohol Consumption during the SD-C Condition of the Forced
Exercise Wheel Group, by subjects
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Figure 7
Mean Water and Alcohol Consumption during the SD-C Condition of the Automated
Sleep Deprivation System Group, by subjects
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Figure 8
Mean Water and Alcohol Consumption during the SD Condition of the Forced Exercise
Wheel Group, by subjects
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Figure 9
Mean Water and Alcohol Consumption during the SD Condition of the Automated Sleep
Deprivation System, by subjects
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Figure 10
Mean Water and Alcohol Consumption during the SD-C2 Condition of the Forced
Exercise Wheel Group, by subjects
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Figure 11
Mean Water and Alcohol Consumption during the SD-C2 Condition of the Automated
Sleep Deprivation System, by subjects
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